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DAVIS AUTOMOTIVE AND MCCAIN'S A/C
HAVE JOINED FORCES!

Please share your
experience with us!
Major Davis and Mark McCain retired December 31,2016. My
name is Rick Davis and I am the owner of the new Davis
Automotive. As customers of both companies, you will continue

Happy Father's Day!

to see the friendly faces you recognize. By combining the
specialties of both companies, Davis Automotive’s goal is to
provide you with the same quality repairs you have come to
expect in a timely manner.
Improvements
In the last three months, we have concentrated on
improvements to the work area. We have done a thorough
cleaning, added new lighting, rewired the electrical and internet
services and run new air lines. We have also worked on
expanding this area by adding 3 new lifts and investing in new
diagnostic equipment. All of these changes will help us to

better service your vehicles. Also make sure to notice our
mechanics’ spiffy new uniforms.
In the upcoming three months, we plan on focusing on the
front office. We will be updating the lobby area, the waiting
room and the outside appearance. We also plan to update our
management software so we can offer text message
notifications, digital inspection reports, online appointment
scheduling and more. Gina, Randy and I are always available
by phone to answer any and all questions if you prefer to talk
to us instead of communicating electronically.
Meet the Crew
In the coming
With Father’s Day this month I
wanted to wish all fathers a
great and enjoyable day. Let
me tell you a little about my
Dad. M.L. Davis founded Davis
Automotive and celebrated his
89th birthday in May. He still
comes to the shop almost
every day to help any way he
can. He drives customers
home or to work, picks up parts
for the vehicles and helps the
other techs when 2 people are
needed. If you see him around
say Hi.

newsletters we will use
this section to introduce
our employees to you.
I will begin with me. I
am Rick Davis. I was
not even a twinkle in
my parents’ eyes when
my Dad started Davis
Automotive 55 years
ago. I grew up running
around in the shop and
doing odds and ends
for my Dad and brother. My Dad was ready to retire about the
same time I graduated from UTA with a Bachelor Degree in
Finance, so I bought out his half of the business in 1993. I am
an ASE Master Technician with 10 certifications including
Advanced Drivability. I am also certified as an ASE Service
Consultant. Outside of work I enjoy spending time with my wife
of 23 years and our two daughters. I also love to find the time
to ride bicycles. Ask me about my favorite rides sometime.

ROAD TRIP SPECIAL !
Come into McCain's for your $49.95 Summer Special
Package! Oil Change Tire Rotation 25 Point Inspection
Including inspections of wiper blades, tires, belts, hoses,
cooling system and more. Special must be presented in
advance. Some limitations may apply.

8 SUMMER ROAD TRIP TIPS
Under hood inspection This should be done once a
month, but when leaving on a trip you want to double
check these items: Fluid levels, belts, hoses and
battery condition are the basics, but also check the
antifreeze strength to protect you from overheating.
Safety Inspection Things like exterior lights, wiper
blades and brake operations can play an important
part of a safe trip.
Air Conditioning operation The A/C may be cold now
but as temperatures rise, you and your passengers
may feel the heat too.
Tire Condition and pressures No one wants to be on
the side of a road changing a flat because they didn’t
see a tire wearing on the inside or running low on air.
Also check the spare tire; there is nothing like
changing a flat with another flat tire.
Chassis Inspection We have the tires looking good
and a worn chassis part can wear a tire out on a long
road trip.
Hidden DTC’s (Diagnostic Trouble Codes) We all can
look at the check engine light and see if it’s on but
what if there is a pending problem that has not caused
the light to come on yet?

Get the most out of your fuel economy Removing the
“junk in the trunk” before you go will help on weight. A
good air filter will allow the vehicle to breathe and get
better gas mileage.
Traffic App on your smart phone This can save hours
of being in traffic in a new city or a backup because of
an accident that shut down the highway.
COOL SIDE DISH FOR YOUR NEXT BBQ

MCCAIN'S AIR CONDITIONING AUTO REPAIR & PARTS, INC.

13566 Floyd Cir Dallas, TX 75243
mccainsauto.com

